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Abstract 
 

            This is a tangential meditation from  my doctoral research on contemporary life drawing 

classes, in which I explore a number of critical approaches to understanding life drawing  as both popular 

form of recreation  and a continuing element of art education.  In this piece I examine images of life drawing 

posted on the internet and consider what badness means in relation to what internet life drawing images 

represent and evoke.  Rather than defining a set criteria for bad life drawings this essay argues for a critical 

and reflexive approach for how badness can challenge and inform the experience of  life drawing for 

practitioners and critics.        

 

 Drawing Online 
 

The website for The Mid-atlantic Gallery Arts Consortium proudly advertises its life classes with a 

photographic image of a young leggy female model, naked apart from high heels, standing at an easel and 

drawing pad,  on which she appears to be working on a stylised pencil outline of a cropped image of a curvy 

back and thighs.  The drawing model appears to awkwardly straddle two roles; her top half stands in profile, 

leaning back from the easel,  displaying the drawing she is working on as well as her naked breasts (coyly 

concealed by the banner proclaiming “figure drawing”) her waist twists around and her pelvis rocks forward, 

in order to enable a direct view of her pert posterior over which the word “workshop” has been digitally 

placed. The straddled pose parallels the ambiguous roles that the naked model represents; her nudity marks 

her as an artists' life model, denoting the presence of a naked model as a key attraction of the figure drawing 

workshop, and her pose at the easel, hand holding  a pencil, connected to a drawing, also marks her as an 

i



artist, of sorts. The drawing itself is faint, and barely visible. The awkward composition, and lack of detail 

could arguably mark it as 'not serious', but does it make it a 'bad' drawing? And how does the badness of the 

drawing work with or against the badness of the image as a whole?  

 

The complicated cluster of soft-porn tease, sexploitation and smut in the image makes a little more 

sense with the tag lines at the base of the page, describing The Midlantic Gallery Arts Consortium as “A safe 

haven for progressive art” and proudly displaying the logo of the National Coalition Against Censorship 

among other art websites. This information immediately grounds the image within a context of social 

libertarianism;  the sexuality presented is self consciously transgressive, knowingly light hearted and  'safe'; 

presumably from the invisible threat of North American puritans. Any serious artistic aspirations are 

downplayed; displaying the logos of a number of generalist art directories and sites, the Arts Consortium 

proclaims “Come by, sketch, chat, have fun.”    ii

 

The image is a perfect example of the confusing associations that life drawing has with consumer 

culture, recreation and sex entertainment, as well as 'art' and more particularly the multiple connotations of 

'badness' that such an image has when used to promote or represent life drawing.  While not wishing to seem 

too heavy handed about an image which could easily be dismissed as frivolous, and peripheral to the domain 

of 'serious' art  and 'serious' life drawing, it is arguable that the borders of this domain of seriousness are not 

impermeable to the sticky affiliations of wider cultural practices, and that life drawing continues to be one 

area where the boundaries between serious art and smut are not entirely clear. As this article is being 

published in an online drawing journal, I feel it is important that drawing practitioners can start to articulate 

our own critical strategies for negotiating the proliferation of life drawing on the internet. How we represent 

our own drawings on blogs or websites, and how we discern the drawings and images of other artists as 

serious, interesting or otherwise is vital to how drawing practitioners negotiate our cultural capital, 

institutional affiliation and professional status as artists.  

 

A simple google search of ‘life drawing’ or ‘figure drawing’iii  reveals a results list which include 

vast amounts of the following: websites or weblogs from figurative artists, websites from private art schools 

or sketch clubs, descriptions of life drawing manuals on sale through amazon.com or websites on ‘mastering 

the human form’ with instructions on how to negotiate anatomy, proportion, structure and foreshortening. 

Many of these feature images of the nude; either as photographs of nude models, isolated (to illustrate a 

pose) or taken in-situ within the setting of a life-class, or as reproductions of life drawings. While most of 

these figurative representations claim to be derived from working in front of a live model, some also claim to 

be reworked imaginative artworks, or some, like on the website for the figure drawing factory state that they 

are based on an online collaboration of artists and models, mediated by photographed poses which are drawn 

by the artists.iv The 'virtual life class' of the figure drawing factory, and the displacement of viewing as a live 

http://figuredrawingfactory.info/


encounter with a digitally mediated set of images raises an interesting set of quandaries about what life 

drawing is as a practice, how it can be represented and replicated within a global culture where artists 

increasingly rely on digital platforms to create, distribute and archive work. The entanglements of  drawing 

with  photography  form a troubling knot of contestations and attempts to mark and regulate life drawing as a 

legitimate cultural practice, distinct from the tawdry commercial associations of photographic pornography. 

They are also complicated by the relationship of drawing and photography to figurative representation; what 

are regarded as indexical, legible or culturally legitimate representations of human bodies, and what is 

regarded as the culturally legitimate role of drawing as  a form of responsive spectatorship of naked bodily 

display. 

 

Life drawing is interesting because so much of it borders on badness: there’s the taboo associations 

with nudity, voyeurism and even death, and the social history of contention over these associations. There’s 

also a confusion of genres and purposes; it has proliferated as a pedagogical and recreational practice across 

widely divergent cultural groups, where the boundaries of stylistic conventions and aesthetic concerns often 

become very blurred. Maybe it is this confusion that we think of as bad. There’s also the indexical 

implications of working from a recognised form of a naked human subject. If a drawing doesn’t resemble its 

subject, then is it bad? Life drawing is often associated with or even conflated with observational drawing – 

as if naked people are the same as landscape or still life subjects, and as if living models are the same as 

naked corpses. It appears in many cases that the life class has been retained as a clinical exercise in 

observational accuracy, with all the messy implications of observing and representing a naked person 

somehow erased, like the stray marks of charcoal or pencil that get erased, when a drawing is being tidied 

up. 

 

Examining life drawing images posted on the internet raises a number of quandaries in relation to 

considering what bad life drawing might actually be. It is unclear whether life drawing as a practice is bad, or 

whether badness can be ascribed to particular  representations of life drawing, and life models in particular, 

or whether life drawings are themselves generally bad, and not worth keeping, examining or reproducing. It 

also raises questions about what badness itself means. Bad drawing is a phrase loaded with a series of 

complicated aesthetic, moral and affective connotations. Bad might relate to how something looks, or how it 

is meant to function, or how it makes us feel. In terms of function and feeling we can add a moral dimension; 

maybe drawings should make us feel a certain way, and bad feelings, bad thoughts or bad ideas might be 

attributable to the bad drawing. If this all seems rather vague and confused then maybe that too is part of the 

badness. Before elaborating on what definitions of bad or badness  might be useful for an exploration of bad 

life drawing, I want to explore what life drawing is, and what aspect of this diverse set of practices and 

conventions can be meaningfully explored as bad or otherwise. 



Defining Life Drawing 
 

The phrase 'life drawing' has an ambiguous meaning as both a noun (referring to the actual drawings 

executed from live observation) and as a verb (denoting the actual practice of drawing).v  This ambiguity is 

encapsulated in the photograph discussed at the start of this paper which includes an image of a life drawing, 

and (an albeit contrived) representation of what the practice of life drawing actually involves. While aesthetic 

discourse customarily involves a dissection of specific  art images, it is arguable that the separation of 

images, that is, the products of art practice, as discrete units of analysis undermines a comprehensive critical 

engagement with art itself as a practice, and a set of behaviours, ideas, discourses and aspirations which 

inform that practice. In this article I wish to retain some of the mess and the confusion between process and 

product, and not only examine life drawings as a set of images and how life drawing is represented as a 

practice. I also want to problematise the emphasis on representation in so much critical writing, as it assumes 

that complex practices such as drawing can be reduced to a semiotic decoding of a single image. For this 

reason I describe badness as operating across a number of discursive and affective fields, and use the 

complex associations of badness to structure and analyse how life drawing and life drawings are 

experienced, understood and critically articulated.  

 

 Qualifying Badness 
  

Rather than recite a dictionary definition of bad, I wish to consider badness as an ontological issue; 

badness having an ephemeral, slippery and contagious quality; operating as a stain or taint, even in proximity 

to that which thereby becomes designated as bad. Badness is  used as pejorative term with negative 

connotations, and in relation to life drawing, I propose three realms of badness; the affective, the moral and 

the functional. In more vernacular language bad life drawings are those that are associated with bad feelings, 

with morally transgressive behaviour, and, in the case of drawn images, with a visual or semiotic 

malfunction. In the remainder of this paper I examine life drawing in relation to all three fields of badness, 

exploring how this distinction operates. 

 Bad Morals: Life Drawing as Transgressive 
 

Life drawing involves observing people revealing their naked bodies in the company of other 

observers. In most public settings, naked bodily display is regarded as transgressive, and looking at naked 

bodies is regarded as a private pleasure, rather than a public activity.vi Nudity has a variety of complex 

cultural associations, and its affective links between power, vulnerability and shame arguably intensify the 

types of social relations between students, teaching or supervision staff and the models and the ethical 

concerns connected with developing and maintaining appropriate professional relationships.vii Despite the 



proliferation of nudist and naturist movements in the twentieth century, it is not unreasonable to claim that 

among adults nudity is almost exclusively associated with sexual availability.viii Thus it would seem that what 

British drawing researcher Deanna Petherbridge coyly terms ‘the sexual issue’ would be a significant 

element of any discussion of life drawing.ix While life rooms mostly function as highly controlled theatres of 

naked display and spectatorship that are ostensibly anything but bad, they still have a rather discomforting 

and sticky residue of potential badness that seems hard to shake. Life drawing has historically attracted a 

considerable amount of moral opprobrium and disapproval and even now, feminist critiques of gendered 

conventions of representing the nude, have given a moral quality to the type of badness that good life 

drawing should apparently avoid. This last point needs some qualification because  morality sexuality and 

spectatorship all appear to play a number of awkward, ambiguous, paradoxical and changing roles in the 

discourses around and practices of life drawing. Some of the paradoxes are apparent in the quotation below, 

which came from a recent press article;  

"Male models are a difficult thing. The penis is not a still object, it moves. A good life model will 

ignore it — so will the students," she says.x

The quotation allegedly came from an artist and life drawing instructor, and was highlighted in bold 

beneath a large photograph of a life room, complete with modestly posting male model and disembodied arm 

drawing over an easel, also concealing most of the charcoal drawing. It is unclear if the speaker is implying 

that 'good' models and 'good' students would ignore the penis or its movement, but it is clear that in this case, 

the penis is at the centre of the problem of sexuality in the life room, and probably best ignored. The unease 

around models penises and their possible movement is not only confined to Melbourne. A recent study of 

artists models in Portland, USA repeated the intense anxiety of models and instructors about avoiding 

erections and maintaining a professional atmosphere in life drawing rooms.xi The unease of artists and 

models is not only confined to the penis, but includes the sexual issue itself. Many of the participants in my 

doctoral research (both teachers and models) repeatedly insisted that life drawing was ‘asexual’ and later 

recounted an anecdote about some form of sexual behaviour in the life room  usually deemed inappropriate, 

awkward, transgressive or amusing, and very occasionally described with pleasure. The desire to contain, 

sublimate or deny the presence of sexual desire or sexual behaviour in the life room is a strong element of 

many accounts by both models and artists, but this doesn't actually mean that it is absent. It is arguable that 

the prohibition of sexuality within the life room, could operate as a productive force, generating a type of 

sublimated frisson as students, models and teachers negotiate their own sexual, professional and creative 

boundaries. If sexual life drawing is equated with bad life drawing, then this badness can form a pole of 

attraction as well as repulsion. Bataillean speculation aside, the levels and ways in which sexuality is 

sublimated, acknowledged, performed, or parodied varies considerably between various settings where life 

drawing occurs, and forms a perceptible component of how artists and art institutions negotiate their cultural 

capital. While some private sketch clubs are extremely strict about maintaining traditional protocols of 

professional life drawing classes,xii there is an burgeoning movement in explicitly sexual, burlesque or erotic 

life drawing across a number of niche markets such as Hen's nights and Gay men.xiii It is arguable that the 

role of sexuality within 'professional art institutions is complicated by the need to maintain professional 



distance and convey  a sense of cosmopolitan ease; especially when students within departments of 

performance art, photography and film may be undertaking highly confronting and explicitly sexual work. 

Given this context, critical concerns with sexuality and life drawing as morally good or bad may seem 

hopelessly redundant, and the question of context raises a broader critical issue of life drawing, concerning 

its relationship to figurative representation and visual culture generally.  

 

The perceived moral difficulties surrounding life drawing concern both life drawings as images and 

life drawing as a practice.  As representations of naked bodies, many of the moral and critical aspects of life 

drawings are contiguous with those surrounding figurative representations in visual culture generally, 

particularly in relation to the ways that various facets of gender and sexuality are either mobilised or muffled 

within particular visual regimes.   Since the 1970's feminist artists and art historians, and progressive critics 

such as John Berger, have articulated how art images conform to the dominant social modality of figurative 

representation which assumes and reinforces an exclusively heterosexist model of spectatorship, and 

gender.xiv In The Female Nude: Art Obscenity and Sexuality, Lynda Nead devoted a chapter to contemporary 

life drawing classes, and critically scrutinised a number of  drawing manuals, apparently directed at art 

amateurs.xv  Nead's critique of the gender bias, misogyny and even violence in the images and written 

instructions within the manuals is both potent and moving, and articulates how compositional elements such 

as cropping,  when combined with written suggestions, contains drawing practice within a particular visual 

regime. Nead's approach is shared with other feminist critical examinations of life drawing, some of which 

examine life drawings as symptoms of a misogynist culture, and the practice of life drawing as a specific set 

of techniques in order to reduce the representation of women's bodies to empty surfaces upon which meaning 

can be inscribed. An adequate discussion of the limitations of structuralist feminist critiques of spectatorship 

are beyond the scope of this paper, but it should be noted that many such critiques depend on the heterosexist 

assumption that artists and viewers are male, and that all models are female, or if women are present as 

viewers, what they see is marginal or subsumed within the dominant visual regime of male centre 

spectatorship.   

 

While the critical power of articulating how life drawing images are contiguous with the moral 

dilemmas of visual culture generally is elucidating and powerful, it also allows a level of slippage and 

confusion between life drawings, figurative art, figurative photography and other genres such as film. This 

confusion is not limited to feminist critiques, but arguably saturates all discourses connected with bodies. 

Our understanding and experience of the body is largely mediated through visual imagery, particularly 

commercial film and photography. It has even been noted that the vast majority of visual critiques are 

derived from a semiotic decoding of photographic imagery, and extended to other visual forms.xvi It has also 

been argued that this emphasis on 'reading' images, overlooks the material, tactile and haptic and even 

temporal properties of artworks and art images.xvii I return to the dilemma of interpreting life drawings as 

representations later, but for the moment I want to explore the critical dilemmas associated with the 



confusion of genres of visual culture, and art practice. By extending the boundaries of life drawing to include 

figurative art and visual culture, it becomes unclear what life drawing actually is.  

 

In “Appropriated Sexuality” North American feminist artists and critic Mira Schor critically analysed 

the work of  figurative artist David Salle and the hagiographic arts journalism surrounding him during the 

1980's.xviii In one section of the essay, she quotes a published anecdote describing Salle  on a ski field, 

'drawing' a 'gigantic image of a woman, her thighs spread wide apart'  which other skiers viewed as they slid 

over the drawing, 'desecrating' the image in the process, and 'registering naked shock'.xix Schor's critique is 

extremely powerful, but it made me wonder if Salle's obscene graffiti could be described as a 'life drawing', 

or if the skiers in their accidental viewing/desecration of the image could described as drawers, and even 'life 

drawers'.  

 

 During most of my research, I have been exploring a metaphorical idea of life drawing, 

fundamentally connected to a type of collectively performed process of figurative spectatorship and 

responsive mark making. The ski-field drawing did not involve a live model, but relied on the generation and 

recognition of a crude ideogrammatic representation of a sexually available woman. However it is arguable 

that much of the history and even contemporary practice of life drawing often uses the life model as a pretext 

for executing an internalised ideal or representation of what a naked figure should look like. The 

painstakingly executed nude of the European art academy, was based on a highly contrived set of stylistic 

conventions which included the selection of models, the acceptable types of poses, and the execution of the 

drawing in situ. Academic life drawing was the culmination of a vast amount of practice in controlled mark 

making and copying from classical images and casts.xx This copying was consciously in order for students to 

internalise a repertoire of visual fragments and stylistic conventions to be rehearsed in the life room and 

performed during the penultimate execution of the 'Academie' a prolonged figurative study, executed in 

charcoal, later in oils, often largely worked on in the students 'loge' or studio, away from the model.xxi It is 

arguable that the history of life drawing classes has been explicitly concerned with training students to 

generate a figurative representation based on what they knew, rather than what they saw. It is arguable that 

the presence of the naked model functioned less as source of visual information, than as a theatrical device to 

contain and control the pedagogical theatre of the art academy. Throughout the nineteenth century, the life 

class was constructed as an explicitly liminal space where transgressive act of naked display and 

spectatorship could be contained and used as a form of pedagogical control and subject formation.xxii  

 

Historical and sociological examination of the variety of social roles which life classes have 

performed, doesn’t fully resolved the dilemma of defining what components of drawing, spectatorship or 

figurative display are intrinsic to life drawing.  While it can be argued that historically life classes have been 

based on an abstracted ideal of a figure rather than the close observation of the living present model, then 



presumably life drawing could and possibly should be taught not only from the life model, but also based on 

print and screen images of naked figures (such as from advertising and even pornography) bill posters and 

internet images. The extension of this line of thought would argue the virtual life room of the figure drawing 

factory is a valid, and probably cost effective form of teaching life drawing. If reading this argument 

provokes a queazy sensation of dismay, then surely this can act as a provocation to consider what is the point 

of looking at  a naked human model in order to draw?  given  the implied determinism of asking what is he 

purpose of life drawing, it may be more useful to consider what life drawing 'is', and where its boundaries 

are, and what can be included and excluded in any useful critical engagement with it.  

 Life Drawing as Dysfunctional 
 

Life drawing appears to occupy a number of paradoxical positions in relationship to drawing, art 

education and art practice. While drawing has expanded as an area of critical research, scholarly writing, and 

contemporary practice, there is not a lot of critical research on life drawing. Within the context of 

contemporary art exhibitions, and major state funded exhibitions, life drawings are very rarely accepted as 

contemporary art.  While there is a resurgent popularity of figurative art in the international contemporary art 

market, it is possible to claim that internationally prominent figurative artists almost never exhibit their 

studies from the life room and some claim to not even use models, but to base their work on photographs or 

found images.   

 

 The decline in status of life drawings from the nineteenth century salon full of 'academie' studies to 

their contemporary marginalisation is probably due to two major tendencies that emerged in the twentieth 

century.  The first aspect was  the massive changes in demography of students participating in life drawing 

classes. Confined to male only academy schools through most of the nineteenth century, life drawing classes 

became increasingly populated by female students, and became a feature of design and illustration courses in 

vocational institutions. In the latter half of the twentieth century life drawing classes became a mainstay of 

amateur art societies and community art centres. While press articles, and informal histories among 

practitioners and popular texts recite a common narrative that life drawing classes were banished from art 

schools in the 1960'sxxiii, my research shows that this was not as comprehensive or as drastic as as some 

accounts claim, and that the changes to fine arts courses, from the nineteenth century academy model to late 

modernist  conceptual or even post-modernist, pluralist or neo-liberal models, occurred unevenly across 

differing institutions, and countries, over the course of fifty years.  

 

Recently in the United Kingdom, it appears that life drawing classes have been marginalised or cut 

from a number of prominent art schools, however this is not the pattern internationally. In Sydney, Australia 

life drawing instruction is offered in Bachelor of Fine Arts programs at all of the art schools, and in the 

design degrees at three universities while both of the state funded art galleries; the Art Gallery of New South 



Wales and the Museum of Contemporary Art offer life-drawing classes. Directors and teaching staff at 

university based art schools in five countries where I conducted research were all explicit in endorsing life 

drawing as a pedagogical and research practice.xxiv   While I claim that life drawing as a practice is still 

regarded as important to contemporary art institutions, I would argue that it still largely operates within a 

critical vacuum, which may contribute to its marginalisation as part of the discursive field of contemporary 

art. 

The second factor surrounding the changing status of life drawing in education, concerns the actual 

drawings produced. Although it can be claimed that  life drawing classes have persisted in art education, and 

even proliferated with the expansion of trade schools, polytechnics and extra-mural courses, the format of the 

classes, the types of drawing and the status of the drawings produced have changed considerably. Outside of 

China, South Africa and the Soviet Bloc, post-war life drawing classes internationally all devoted  increasing 

amounts of time to the croquis or short drawings based on unresolved, rapid gestural scribbles.xxv Longer 

academie studies of nude figures were generally abandoned in favour of short studies in gesture, contour, or 

geometrical elements, that are usually discarded at the end of the class. Thus the emphasis on life-classes has 

shifted from the production of life drawings, to the practice of life drawing as an experience of observation 

and responsive mark making. The success of life drawings are generally associated with a form of 

observational accuracy, which is itself rarely defined, but generally associated with a form of legible 

verisimilitude, pictorial accuracy or reproduction of certain gestural styles associated with high modernism 

or neoclassicist pastiche.xxvi  Possibly it is this mimetic imperative which contributes to the restriction of life 

drawing in contemporary art schools to a banal observational exercise and, as noted by a number of 

prominent art educators interviewed in my research,  a straightforward and easily assessable component of 

undergraduate training.  

 

The status and production of life drawings as images is arguably the most significant distinction 

between life drawings generated within professional state funded art institutions, and life drawings produced 

in extra-mural, or commercial art schools, and other recreational and informal settings.  While art schools 

emphasise life drawing as the production of drawings that generally will not be seen, within amateur classes, 

longer studies continue to be exhibited in salon style exhibitions of amateur art societies and proliferate on 

the internet in commercial or private websites and artists weblogs.  Such images often sit awkwardly in 

relation to what could be identified as contemporary art, or other genres of visual culture such as soft porn, 

commercial illustration, fantasy illustration, gaming culture or comic book illustration.xxvii Critically 

negotiating how internet images work as ‘art’ or as part of other facets of visual culture is unwieldy at the 

best of times, but in relation to a cultural practice as widespread and diverse as the life class it becomes 

extremely difficult.  

 

In many ways this difficulty is reflective of the sheer slipperiness of the various circuits in which 

arts, art students, and arts workers such as models and casual teachers move, negotiating their varying 



cultural capital not only in relation to institutional affiliation but in terms of adopting or eschewing stylistic 

conventions of various genres of visual culture. The perceptible competency of the images deriving from 

pedagogical or studio practices, and how these are presented or integrated into other aspects of practice 

arguably form a significant performative and constative component of how artists position themselves as 

culturally competent or otherwise.xxviii This performativity can paradoxically extend to the marked reticence 

of 'professional' figurative artists to display their life drawings; thereby reiterating the tacit values of art 

school life class; that life drawings are for the dustbin, and the real art happens elsewhere. 

 

In critically examining the life drawings that do exist, and particularly those  that proliferate on the 

internet, they could be studied as representations of populist cultural practices, and certain attitudes about art 

that are aligned with them. They could also be seen as representations of common cultural attitudes towards 

bodily difference and its representations. However, such assumptions based on what these images represent, 

make it  extremely tempting to try to examine how they operate semiotically, and to determine what elements 

of the gestures, or suggestions of marks in  life drawing operate as signifiers. Such a literal semiotic study of 

drawings, or drawn elements severs the connection between such images, the context of how they are 

produced, discussed and evaluated in the various settings where they circulate. More critically however, they 

deny one of the most troubling and appealing facets of post-war art, and that is the capacity for the meanings, 

connotations and suggestions of pictorial imagery to be appropriated and re-appropriated within different 

cultural settings. For this reason, I deliberately use the term, alignment in order to cite the associations or 

suggestions implied by amateur life drawings.  

 

In trying to negotiate the ambiguity of how such alignments may be linked to a critical analysis of 

amateur life drawings, it may be more useful to examine how they don’t work. Or in other words, what is it 

is about such drawings that exclude them from critical analysis associated with contemporary art. Comparing 

such images with figurative drawings exhibited in professional art exhibitions, also brings the viewer to the 

coal face of how various art worlds regulate the tacit values associated with contemporary or professional 

aesthetic praxis. As distinct from the croquis such images do claim to be representing the figure or the artists 

imagination, claiming an affinity with the Romanticist myth of artistic subjectivity discussed earlier. As 

contemporary art, the amateur life class images could be described as culturally incompetent: either they 

don’t function according to the pictorial conventions of proportional or perspectival rendering, or they may 

rely on stylistic conventions that are may align the images with the stylistic conventions of commercial 

illustration, folk art, soft porn, pastiche, or other facets of visual culture than stated aspirations to 

contemporary or neoclassical art may imply.  

 

As noted earlier, the romanticist myth of the artist does carry a considerable currency within amateur 

or recreational art practices, however it is arguable that within the university sector, the ideal of artistic 



subjectivity has not so much been de constituted by de constructive critiques as subsumed within a 

superficially pluralist discursive conventions, that disguise the aesthetic and social criteria by which the 

cultural capital of contemporary professional artists is regulated. The idealist residues adhering to the tacit 

assumptions concerning art and artists, arguably sustain a sticky association between particular aesthetic 

practices and particular subjectivities, particularly within life drawing. While press articles and comments 

from avowedly rear-grade practitioners about life drawing often include an attack contemporary art and state 

funded art institutions, the critical language among university based artists and drawing researchers  seems to 

have a greater emphasis on articulating a pluralist form of distinction.xxix The British expression  fit for 

purpose appears to be a deliciously diplomatic way of negotiating the moral quandaries of casting aspersions 

on the differing cultural capital associated with various genres of figurative drawing. Examining drawings 

according to the criteria of fit for purpose    is ostensibly a good thing, and signals the need for pluralist 

critical analysis which engages with rather than dismisses the multiple functions of drawing; illustration, 

recreation, pleasure, skills acquisition, or social contact,xxx however it raises a set of new problems, and 

complicates some of the existing moral dilemmas surrounding bad life drawing.  The first area of concern is 

that it implies that some areas of visual culture, some images, and some practices could be exempt from 

critical scrutiny. Arguably, this could be seen to reinforce  a perverse form of elitism, implying that aesthetic 

judgements should be reserved for a certain kind of image, or a certain kind of creative practice, leaving the 

rest bereft of critical language. It also implies that certain classes of images could be exempt from the ethical 

concerns of critical theory, especially in relation to racism and sexism. This dilemma of applying critical 

standards to some art but not to others, weaves another thread into the discomforting knot around bad life 

drawing, and may contribute to the relative lack of critical scholarship around life drawing as a contemporary 

art practice.  

 

It is also arguable that fit for purpose accounts imply or even reduce  drawing to a determinist model. 

However pluralist the implied differentialism of this explanation may seem, the ascertaining of the ability of 

drawing to fit to any purpose, could be seen to deny  one of the largest appeals of a non indexical image 

making practice, and that is the capacity of failure. While it could be argued that failure could be included as 

a legitimate purpose, reducing the complex ambiguities of how drawing is experienced as a practice, and 

how drawings are perceived as cultural objects to a programmatic anti-determinism is somewhat evasive, if 

not patronizing to those practitioners who don’t aim to fail, and yet are unable to produce images that 

communicate a plausible familiarity with the pictorial, stylistic, social or discursive conventions of 

contemporary art.xxxi

 

While fit for purpose may operate well to acknowledge the differing and possibly conflicting roles 

that drawing plays in various situations, it may also imply a converse need to articulate when something is 

unfit for purpose, and even to admit how and why a drawing may actually fail. In relation to life drawing, the 

constant threat of failure,and the innumerable experiences of failure in the repeated attempts to capture a 



pose is cited by numerous practitioners as one of the strongest appeals that life drawing, has, across almost 

all of its divergent settings. If the tacit presence or threat of failure can be acknowledged as an important 

aspect of the experiential appeal of life drawing, then this may contribute to a richer understanding of how 

life drawing can operate as a critical practice contiguous with other aspects of subject formation in art 

education. Rather than being regarded as a measurable outcome based exercise, life drawing could be 

conceived as part of the practice of failure, an exercise where the equivocating tension between observation 

and representation is actually interrogated, and the question of “what is the point?” is articulated in process 

of drawing itself. By opening up the tacit determinants of life drawing; of observation, of mark making and 

'responsive' drawing then drawing itself could be explored as  an indeterminate or partly determinate 

experience.  

 

Beyond the life room, it has been argued that anti-determinism is one of the foundations of all 

creative practice; and this may contributes to the appeal of art practice as a form of personal recreation or 

therapy. One of the most significant aspects of the fragility of art images their competence as signifiers. 

James Elkins describes graphic marks are both signs and not signs,xxxii while Paul Carter explores this 

equivocating tension as the primary mechanism of discursive creativity.xxxiii If the very status of drawing as a 

creative activity is dependent on the equivocal nature of drawings to operate as signs, to represent their 

subject, to represent anything, then this goes against any notion of drawings being fit for purpose. The 

scintillating quality of this equivocation, shimmering between success and failure, meaning and 

unintelligibility, and the affective nets of seduction, disgust, curiosity and ennui, defies any outcome based 

criteria.  

 Bad Representations 
 

Many beginner-drawers express anxiety that their drawing is an unfaithful representation of the 

model, others are simply frustrated with the race to finish a drawing before the end of a pose. The frustration 

and anxiety of rushing to finish a drawing, to capture a pose, is rarely articulated as bad, but it arguably plays 

a part in the practice of shelving life drawings, or discarding them at the end of the class. The vast majority 

of life drawings are simply discarded, and never seen apart from by the artist during and in the few moments 

after their execution, which begs the question if throwing away so much paper isn’t also a bad thing? 

 

It is arguable that the critical emphasis on semiotic decoding of images, assumes that all images have 

the same indexical capacity to represent their subject as photographic images do. This becomes a problem in 

relation to life drawings because so many of them don't 'work' as competent representations of the figure. 

Beyond theoretical discourse, there is a familiar cliché around life drawing that describes the human body as 

an infinite source of inspiration.  Whenever I hear this line I can't help but imagine the plethora of figurative 

images in which high modernist visual culture is saturated, and hear a silent echo of an assumption  that 



confines the human body to representations of its exterior forms.  Indexical images of flesh, of curves, pores, 

limbs, and indentations greet us constantly, and it is arguable that whatever we create in the life room can 

only be a poor imitation, if that is what we restriction of the human body to being. As such life drawings are 

always destined to be bad photographs, or bad illustration, bad advertising, bad pornography or bad art 

history. Unlike photographs, life drawings often do not function as indexical representations of naked 

figures. The vast majority of drawings may look like scribbles, which may suggest something of a body, but 

only barely. Even the most carefully worked, skilfully rendered stylised art nude, will often be imbued with a 

type of cultural incompetence; transgressing a number of pictorial genres; from soft porn, commercial 

illustration, expressionism, Dali-esque surrealism, with  crypto-neo-classicist flourishes, brandishing the 

limited cultural capital of the artist, and often their technical limitations in being able to generate a visually 

credible drawn image; Elements of the drawing may have poor proportions or foreshortening, be poorly 

composed, or have like a small and flaccid penis; inviting disdain and ridicule more than disgust. xxxiv

 

This cruel critique above, may be going a little too far, and showing bad form. While a good critic 

should ideally exercise restraint and tact, surely good critique must invite an honest engagement with the 

tacit values that underlie our own discursive reticence around life room.  Drawing a line between acceptably 

sexual, or unacceptably sexual, or sexist representations of life models, involves engaging with the sheer 

messiness of bodies, perceptions, fantasies and feelings, as well as the immense pathos in which many of the 

most ‘offensive’ life drawings are often linked. I'm interested in these problematic associations as fragments 

of a widespread cultural practice contiguous with broader social regimes of spectatorship, but also as 

constative para-aesthetic component to contemporary art practice and cultural theory. In aligning the cultural 

and discursive operations of the separate spheres of the life class, I wish to use the discordances of the 

implied social, moral, aesthetic and cultural values of each, as sites for critical contestation and undoing of 

the tacit assumptions that fix certain types of images, practices, media into immobilizing ideas of cultural 

agency.  

 Bad Feelings 
 

The other aspect of badness, is if a drawing makes us feel bad. There are a number of aspects to this; 

the first being that of feeling bad while drawing, and what that may evoke. We may be feeling bad about the 

drawing, or feeling bad about the model, or feeling bad about ourselves, or we may just be having a bad day. 

I’m interested in how this badness can be articulated and mobilised by the drawing process, or whether it is 

something that should be contained and controlled by self-discipline and rigour. The life class is still 

associated with ideas of self mastery, and a careful management of desires or behaviours that may be 

regarded as sexual, rather than artistic or professional. Part of the bad feeling of life drawing, may come from 

a discomfort with having to look at a naked model. The discomfort may not even have anything to do with 

sex, or guilt about sex, but may also stem from an anxiety about the possible discomfort of the model, or 



feelings of distaste or repugnance at their body, their mannerism or their poses.  

 

Aside from looking at our own drawings, we may also feel bad looking at drawings that other people 

have done. We may find them kitsch or offensive, or infuriating.  There are an enormous amount of bad 

feelings that cling to the pneumatic quality of highly polished soft porn nudes, or the awkward orientalist 

conceits characterizing many depictions of non-caucasian life models and the moral dilemmas associated 

with the implied ageism, heterosexism and body fascism of seemingly endless depictions of young, lithe, 

female bodies. The affective cluster surrounding the good and badness of these drawings has a considerable 

moral component, which is itself a highly idiosyncratic and emotional area. In admitting and engaging with 

the multitude of bad,  conflicting or confusing feelings about life room, I’d like to think that practitioners and 

researches can develop a space for an honest and critical engagement with what life drawing is, and can be. 

 

There is a branch of critical theory that embraces an active and conscious articulation of what bad 

feeling can actually do.xxxv Sarah Ahmed especially explores how feeling bad can creates a legitimate 

imperative for a reactive cultural agency that can challenge the rigid expectations of socially definitions of 

subjectivity, of racial stereotypes, heteronormativity and fixed gender roles.xxxvi In Queer Phenomenology, 

Ahmed describes the experience of queer sexuality as a phenomenological relation of discomfort, and a poor 

fit within gendering imperatives of heterosexist society, and how miscegenation provides a rupturing and 

profoundly troubling experience of racism.xxxvii Ahmed's emphasis on the potential of bad feelings and poor 

fits as productive, involves an exploration of the spatio temporal mechanics of how a movement from an ill-

fitting, misaligned sense of self and of positioning in the world, can lead to a reactive movement away from 

and against the confining expectations of race, gender or sexual orientation into the imaginative pleasures of 

desire or the life affirming pleasures of creating new ways of expressing desire and contact with others.xxxviii 

Basing the ontological position of the queer subject, not as merely repudiated in the past or abjected in the 

present, but on actively projecting and moving into a future, coincides with the view of the self as a desiring 

machine that was explored by Deleuze and Guattari.xxxix Rather than seeing difficult feelings,  unlikely 

fantasies and impossible desires as negative, they are regarded as the productive foundation of creative 

imagination and cultural agency.  

 Bad Drawing 
 

Deleuze and Guattari may seem to be an awfully long way off from the plethora of naif, culturally 

incompetent, not quite porn, not quite illustration, not quite art images linked to life drawing sites on the 

internet, or in exhibitions from amateur sketch clubs. And lines of flight  may seem to have nothing to do 

with the mundane experience of life classes themselves; generally reduced to poorly instructed exercises in 

look and put, with the only challenge consisting of a race against the clock during short poses. Yet I'd like to 

imagine that it is this awkward ambiguity of life drawing; of drawings as poor fits within the multiple genres 



of figurative imagery and of drawing itself, that may be the basis for a critical engagement with what life 

drawing could be. Rather than stratify the field of drawing into various purposes of communication, 

representation, expression, illustration, mapping, tracing and marking, and then examine drawings as fit for 

purpose, I'd be more interested in exploring what happens when drawings are unfit, or a poor fit, or quite 

simply bad. I'm interested in the productive capacities of my own cringing revulsion from certain forms of 

drawing, the shudders of recognition when I see my the characteristics from my own bad drawing repeated in 

another persons sketch, and I'm also interested in my anger, my outrage and my disgust at drawings that 

strike me as sexist, or racist, dehumanising or misogynist. I'm interested in how this can work as a productive 

desire, to create other marks, gestures or images, to impel me towards inhabiting my body more fully and 

exploring desire; not to project myself onto another subject, but to move out of myself into something else; 

an encounter or an exchange that I couldn't imagine otherwise. This may be as simple as the flights of fancy 

deriving from a squiggle on the corner of a page, or the way a line moves from a familiar contour into an 

indecipherable mass.  

 

In considering bad life drawing, this essay has attempted to provide a critical framework for 

negotiating the boundaries of life drawing as a social practice; intersecting with other social fields such as 

figurative spectatorship, art education and subject formation, the expanded field of 'art worlds' where 

practitioners at all levels negotiate and contest the cultural capital of their creative practice, figurative 

representation and lastly the social and cultural management of gender and sexuality. This doesn't entirely 

resolve the dilemma of what to do with the hundreds, if not thousands of sketches generated by any regular 

practitioner of life drawing. Drawings themselves may function as paper mache, or as a collage, but the 

thought of wading through a mass of old sketches, trying to piece together each fragment of a scribble in 

order to form an anti determinist galaxy of molecular becomings is almost enough to give anyone a migraine. 

I'm more interested in what happens when artists move through the various awkward edges or bad 

connotations of life drawing/figurative art, creating a performative collage or jamming of the differing 

elements.  

 

 In exploring the critical dilemmas of bad life drawing, this essay has admittedly shied away from 

including or discussing any examples of actual drawings. The point of this paper is to reconfigure badness 

away from being a deterrent to life drawing practice, into something that can encourage  the imagining of 

possibilities for practices, which, if they have occurred, have been barely articulated, and rarely examined as 

part of a critical discourse on contemporary art or art education.  As part of this critical shift, I would propose 

that life drawing needs to facilitate a movement away from a habitual emphasis on representation or on 

confining a responsive figurative engagement to the external appearance of bodies. If we can expand our 

understanding of the human body to include the emotions, movements, desires, reactions and failures passing 

between those drawing and those being drawn then maybe life drawing can become a way of drawing with 

and beyond our own experiences, sensations and desires, and a means of moving beyond our own fallible 



attempts at self mastery and physical representation into something else.  It is in this way that I'd like to 

imagine bad life drawing as a desiring machine. Of enabling an admission of impossible desires or 

impossible behaviours; such as looking without touching, or gazing without desiring, and a movement 

beyond the abyss between seeing and sensing and into something new.  
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